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ABSTRACT: The finite element method (FEM) has been proved suitable sinee long time for
the ealeulation of geotechnical problems as weil as structural problems. However, an
effieient use of FEH requires program systems, whieh allow a comfortable and fast
proeess of modelling, investigation and optimization of structural variants and
interactive design and calculation. Classical FEM programs and their pre- and
postproeessors do not meet these tasks. The paper deseribes a software tool. whieh was
designed_in order to assist the engineer in the modelling process. It allöws for
parameter studies, optimization of design and use of the expert's knowledge.

1 INTRODUCTION

The finite element method (FEM) is an ideal
method for engineering tasks in geotechnies
(Duddeck 1986). However, the knowledge of
the approximative features of FEM and the
sensibility regarding discretization and
assumptions, particularly in dynamie and
non-linear problems requires a conscientious
handling of FEM. Two conditions are
important for a qualified application of
FEM:
1. Thecalculation and above all the

interpretation of the results must be
handled by an experienced engineer.

2. The calculation must be carried out with
various sets of input parameters whieh
represent upper and lower bounds of
possible realistic parameter combinations
(Bomhard 1984).

If these two requirements are met, a correct
and reliable modelling of the actual
behaviour is possible. In addition the cost-
optimal and construction-optimal solution
can be foundby investigation of variants of
different geometries, materials,
construction operations, construetion
methods ete.

For intensive use of FEM within the
iterative calculation and development
process an effieient and comfortable
software system is necessary.

2 PROCESS OF MODELLING.

The most important task in the use of FEH is
the selection of a realistic finite element
model. This model has to represent the
essential charaeteristics of the structure
and the foundation soil. The transformation
from the construction idea to the finite
element model is done in three steps
(fig. 1).

The structural model is formed by
classifieation.

The caleulation model is found bv
idealization. In this step the engineer will
primarily rely on_ bis experience and
intuition. The computer is only of limited
help.

The transformation of the caleulation
model into the finite element model by
discretization is the third step.

3 AVAILABLE FINITE ELEMENT SYSTE}$

Several FE-systems with pre-processor, FE-
caleulation program and post-processor are
available. Mostly the modules are designed
as a chain. Often the CAD-coupling is
limited. The procedure chain "pre-main-post-
processing" is rigid and irreversible. A
feedbackcoupling for the adaptation of the
FE-model aceording to an analysis of
appro~~mation ~rrorsis not possible veto
The systems available are mainly calculation
aids. The process of modelling and
development of variants is not sufficiently
supported.
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Figure 1: From the idea to the finite element model

4 TARGET CONCEPTION
The engineer is given an instrument whieh
will enable him to ingeniously utilize the
potentials of FEM for simulation and
optimization. The user interface provides
graphie aSsistance. The system is able to
switch interaetively among the processing
steps of modelling. parameterstudies and
design optimizations. The engineer can
almost introduce his full expert knowledge
into the proeess.

5 LIMITS OF AUTOMATION
Present systems are designed to genera te in
one step the problem solution (output file)
from a problem deseription (input file) onee
prepared. Even up-to-date systems which are
developed as expert systems with AI-
components often try to realize the solution
in one-step.

In contrary to that it is the user's
experience, that the solution thus obtained
must still be corrected which is resulting
in an iteration process· outside of the
program (fig. 2). The problems of automation
will particularly oeeUT in the steps of data
collection, discretization and development
of variants.

In data eolleetion problem-relevant data
(CAD-files) have to be filtered from a
mostly great - number of data. In this case
algorithms are ahle to pre-sort. But
valuation and final decision depend on the
use of individual information and'should
interactively be made by the engineer. In
the diseretization process such a lot of
information and relations are of importanee~
that here as weIl an. automatie algorithm or
even an expert system will rarely be able to
achieve an optimal solution. This is mainly
due to the fact that it is not yet possible
to comprehend the overali experience of a
calculation engineer. including intuition,
by algorithms. This implies as weIl the
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Finite element modelling and calculation

knowledge of the behaviour of different
element types, their approx~mation functions
and possibilities of eoupling toother·
element types etc. Particularly here the
efficiency of an interactive expert system
becomes evident by preparing decisions,
making available its methods, perhaps even
interpreting user decisions, but leaving the
decision itself to the engineer.

In the development of variants as weIl the
experienceof the user is irreplaceable. The
formulation of rules for the gradation of
mesh refinements, the mutual impacts of re-
finements and the evaluation of the neces-
sary grade of refinement should not be car-
ried out by the system total automatically.
The interpretation of arithmeticalresults
by the engineer is indispensible. 'He decid-
es, if further variants are to be caleulated
or if model or design are to be modified.

6 DATA COLLECTION
Sinee the data are available on different
media the interface to data collection must
be as variable as possible. Adequate data
colleetion programs (digitizer programs,
scanner programs, interface programs to CAD)
should be individually attachable for these
different media. It is obvious that in
construction engineering CAD is increasingly
prevailing in the area of design and
construction (Kröplin 1987). The geometry
data collected should possibly be described
in its raw state, processed and corrected by
theengineer. A sufficiently simple
description. i.e. a simple data form must be
chosen for this data interface.

7 PROCESS OF FINITE ELEMENTMODELLING

The computer-aided modelling should be
adapted to the conventional procedure of a
ealeulation engineer and should support it
(fig. 3). This implies :

Determination of problem-relevant data
(contour):
The user must be given the opportunity to
classify and interpret the input data and
perhaps excludethem as irrelevant for
further processing.
Construction of a rough division.
(superelement mesh):
By the aid of the most important data the
user will roughly divide the problem
geometry into uncritical - i.e. areas to
be roughly discretized - and refinement
areas.
Detail mesh construction
(elemen t meshesj r
In the structure-areas which eall for a
high discretization quality the user must
be able to select locally dense
discretization.
Linking of detail solutions
(total mesh geometry):
The individual detail solutions are
coordinated by the aid of expansion and
transition meshes and combined to a total
diseretizations.
Attribute assignment:
The attribute assignment, i.e. the
assignment of material data. loads and
the remaining input data relevant for the
calculation program should be effected by
the aid of the computer.

The procedure of a user is not merely
forward-oriented but consists of forward-
and backward-steps, i.e. an optimization
process which is based on the valuation of
various variants and variant combinations.
This stepwise procedure and its iteration
possibilities must not even be taken fram
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Figure 3: Generation of a FE Input data file with the finite element editor FEE

the user by a computer aid. Thus the system
has to store variants and keep them ready
for calling at any time.

8 INTEGRATION OF VARIOUS FINITE ELEMENT
PROGRAMS

The field of application of the method öf
finite elements in geotechnic engineering
ranges from soil staties via ground-water
calculation to thermal calculation. Often
one problem belongs to several of these
areas, e.g. in ease of the static and flow
calculation of a sheet piling or in case of
statie calculations of frost structures. At
present these problems must be calculated
with different programs and in addition
different problem descriptions - i.e. input
files - must be generated. A graat part of
the extra work eonsists of double work in
discretization and assignment of problem-
overlapping parameters. Here an effieient
preprocessor should at first genera te and
manage the general data for both tasks
together and only for calculation complete
them by problem-specific data.

9 SOLUTION APPROACH ANTI REALIZATION

The program system FEE (Finite Element
Editor) uses the tools of modern software
teehnology (fig. 4) to solve these problems.
Based on a standard graphie module, a data

base system~ the efficient operation system
UNIX and the standardized data interface
FEDIS (Groth et al. 1985) an user interface
has been realized, which allows a simple
handling of the various steps of modelling.
At present the capaeity of FEE comprises the
areas of geometry collection, mesh
generation, FE-calculation and result
evaluation (see fig. 2). Some FE-meshes,
generated by FEE, are illustrated in fig. 5.

Corresponding to the steps of modelling
there are individual data groups in the
program system which are complete in itself
but are logically linked with the preceding
and following groups. This leads from a
hierarchie to a rational structure which was
realized in an adequate relational data
base.

The graphie kernel system GKS (DIN/ISO-
standard) forms the interface to the graphie
terminal. Additional modules enlarge and
support the possibilities ofGKS in graphics
and in the user dialogue. A layer management
is included which allows to visualize on the
screen different modelling stages such qS
foils. Even the data at the battam of
processing can at any time be activated,
corrected and faded out again. Thus the
transparency of modelling will be inereased
without loosing the survey of the data used.

The performance of the system was
increased hy the modular structure. In this
way time-intensive modules are working, such
as mesh generators and assignment modules,
controlled by a control module (master) in
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the background (bateh) and after having
finished their work they supply the data to
the data base. Meanwhile the user can
continue hisprocessingwith the system. The
mesh generators used work according to
various rilethods(Bremer 1986). Apart from
conventional generators different
interpolators and triangulators are
available. Their parameters can also be
interactively controlled by the user.

The output of the data is effected in the
way defined in FEDIS ( Finite Element Data
Interface Standard) which allows a
connection to many available finite element
program systems.

Rgure 4: Modular design of the finite element editor FEE

10 CONCLUSIONSAND PROSPECT
The finite element editor FEE is a tool,
which will assist the engineer on his way

towards a set offinite element models. The
graphie and interactive program system
enables hirnto carry out efficiently the
finite element process of modelling,
parameter studies and design optimizations.

Future developments deal with a further
support of the individual steps on this way
using knowledge based tools as weIl as
classical programming. Capable superelement
generators are provided which subdividea
structure into refinement areas and model
libraries allowing to store recurrent
refinementstrategies and to make them
available for later utilization. Last not
least adaptive methods have to find access
to preprocessing. This will lead to an
interactive. graphie dialogue system
including simple result representation as
weIl as the complete integration of finite
element modelling and calculation.
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